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The Election of Donald Trump as the 45th US President Strengthened the Public
Support of the European Union Among Europeans
Result of a Study Coauthored by the Sociologist Lara Minkus of SOCIUM together with
to Colleagues from Florence and Magdeburg.
The study asks if and how the public support of the European Union among Europeans has been
changed by the election of Donald Trump. The result: The Europeans have a more positive
opinion on the EU - and interestingly enough mostly people who consider themselves on the
political right. In order to be able to tackle this attitudinal dynamic the authors of the study used
the fact that by chance the US presidential elections took place right in the middle of a polling for
the Eurobarometer. Read more ...
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Stress and Illness through Caregiving
Authors from the SOCIUM Research Center on Inequality and Social Policy, University
of Bremen, presents BARMER Long-Term Care Report 2018.
This year’s BARMER Long-Term Care Report was presented today at the Conference Centre of
the Federal Press Conference Building. Its main focus this year lay on the pressures and health
status of principal caregivers; but the Report also examined the effects of the most recent longterm care reforms on the provision of long-term care. The authors, Professor Dr. Heinz Rothgang
and Dr. Rolf Müller, also made in-depth evaluations of case numbers, incidences, prevalences
and care trajectories. The primary data basis comprised long-term care statistics for 2015,
routine data provided by the BARMER and a survey of 1,862 BARMER insurees conducted
especially for this Report. Read more ...
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The Innovation Report 2018
More green traffic lights than in recent years.
The Innovation Report has been published annually since 2013 by Professor Gerd Glaeske und
Professor Wolf-Dieter Ludwig with the support of the Techniker Krankenkasse (TK). This report
combines healthcare provision research with the evaluation of new medicines that were first
offered three years ago and that have undergone an early assessment by AMNOG criteria. In this
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respect, the innovation report offers a kind of "late assessment" of the drugs from the year 2015.
The increasing marketing of orphan drugs can also be seen in this year's Innovation Report, as
well as the trend towards accelerated market entry of pharmaceuticals. Read more ...
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